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Black Hole Perturbation Theory: why do we do it?

Detect and estimate parameters for extreme 
mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs)



Black Hole Perturbation Theory: what is it?

Both bodies spinning with spins 
not aligned, high eccentricity
Highly relativistic, strong fields: 
cannot use post-Newtonian 
theory
Wide separation of length- and 
time-scales: cannot use 
numerical relativity
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theory
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time-scales: cannot use 
numerical relativity

Use the mass ratio, ε = m/M, as a small parameter

gαβ = ḡαβ + ϵh(1)
αβ + ϵ2h(2)

αβ + 𝒪(ϵ3)

Gαβ[g] = 8πTαβSubstitute into the Einstein equation

Eilm[h(1)] = 16πTilm h(1) = h(1)R + h(1)P uβ ∇βuα = Fα
self[∇αh(1)R]

Image credit: A. Pound



Black Hole Perturbation Theory: what is needed?
Crucial question: how high in the expansion in ε do we need to go?

Two time-scale analysis shows [1]:

Φ = ϵ−1Φ0 [⟨h1
diss⟩] + ϵ0Φ1 [h1

diss,osc + h1
cons + ⟨h2

diss⟩] + 𝒪(ϵ)

[1] Hinderer and Flanagan Phys.Rev.D78:064028 (2008)  
here ignoring resonances and the spin of the secondary
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here ignoring resonances and the spin of the secondary

            can be obtained
 from flux balance
⟨h1

diss⟩

{
Adiabatic order {

Post-adiabatic order

All 3 require calculation 
of local, regular metric 
perturbation
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(Barack, Sago 2007)

Generic orbits in Kerr 
spacetime


(van de Meent, 2017)

but code very slow and 
only run for 4 points in 
the parameter space

Recent breakthrough:

Pound, Wardell, NW, Miller 

(2019)

First dissipative results 
in 2020? (for circular orbit 

in Schwarzschild)

Vast amount of remaining 
theoretical and practical 

work



Black Hole Perturbation Theory: second-order
We (Pound, Wardell, NW, Miller) recently 
computed [2] the monopole mode of the 
second-order metric perturbation

From this we computed the binding 
energy and compared against the first-
law of binary mechanics

[2] arXiv:1908.07419, PRL 124:021101

First law

Second-order
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Black Hole Perturbation Theory: second-order

Key observation: writing a first-order generic Kerr 
Teukolsky code is already well beyond the scope of a PhD 
student project
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Black Hole Perturbation Theory: analogy with NR

NR:

- 2005 was the breakthrough year

- first detection was 10 years later

- models just ready in time

- key: successful software collaborations

BHPTheory:

- first post-adiabatic waveform in 2020

- LISA launch in ~12-14 years

- need to get models ready

- key: successful software collaborations



Introducing the Black Hole Perturbation Toolkit

“Our goal is for less researcher time to be spent writing code and more 
time spent doing physics. Currently there exist multiple scattered black 
hole perturbation theory codes developed by a wide array of individuals or 
groups over a number of decades. This project aims to bring together 
some of the core elements of these codes into a Toolkit that can be used 
by all.


Additionally, we want to provide easy, open access to data from black hole 
perturbation codes and calculations.”


http://bhptoolkit.org
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but many other individuals and groups have also contributed…

http://bhptoolkit.org
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Since August 2017: 27 papers cite the Toolkit and 12 have 
contributed code or data

At least one talk at this conference that uses the Toolkit 
(see Datta on Thursday at 10:45)

Contributors and users



Current modules
Code

Target 3 main languages:

 - Mathematica

 - C/C++

 - Python


but happy to include good 
code in any language

Most code under MIT or GPL 
licences.



Current modules
Code

Target 3 main languages:

 - Mathematica

 - C/C++

 - Python


but happy to include good 
code in any language

Most code under MIT or GPL 
licences.

Data

- Fluxes

- Local invariants

- High-order PN series

- Regularisation parameters

Currently most of the data is for 
circular, equatorial orbits

But eccentric, generic data 
coming online

Store large datasets in 
GoogleDrive initially. Later 
transition to Zenodo.



Current modules
Code: Mathematica

SpinWeighedSpheroidalHarmonics KerrGeodesics

Teukolsky

QuasiNormalModes

GeneralRelativityTensors Lorenz

ReggeWheeler



Mathematica examples: SWSH

Series[SpinWeightedSpheroidalEigenvalue[s, l, m, γ], {γ, 0, 1}]


(l2 + l − s(s + 1)) + γ (−
2ms2

l(l + 1)
− 2m) + O (γ2)

Can also perform series expansion about � 
γ = ∞

Arbitrary precision and 

analytics functions for:

- eigenvalues

- harmonics



Mathematica examples: KerrGeodesics

Compute properties of 
bound timelike geodesics 
of Kerr spacetime 

- constants of motion

- orbital frequencies

- special orbits (ISCO, 

ISSO, separatrix)

- orbital trajectory

Also recently added sub-
package for parallel 
transport calculations



Mathematica examples: Teukolsky

Extremely easy to compute 
fluxes to arbitrary precision

Point particle source 
implemented for circular 
orbits for s={-2,0}. Fully 
generic orbits coming 
soon.



Mathematica examples: complete calculation
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arXiv:1912.09461

We recently computed the flux from a spinning body 
on a circular orbit in Schwarzschild spacetime

Many long hours spent writing and debugging code

At the end, the Toolkit was mature enough that 
Barry Wardell calculated the same flux in an 

afternoon



Current modules
Code: C/C++

EMRI Kludge Suite

Fast Self-forced Inspirals

Gremlin

kerrgeodesic_gw

qnm

Code: Python/Sage Math

Kludge waveforms by Alvin Chua +

Teukolsky solver from Scott Hughes +

Self-force inspirals from Niels Warburton +

GWs for circular orbits by Eric Gourgoulhon +

Quasi-normal modes from Leo Stein

EMRISurrogates Surrogate model for quasi-circular inspirals 

from Rifat +



Python Example: EMRISurrogate

Surrogate data stored in 

Latest addition to the Toolkit following

Rifat+, arXiv:1910.10473

This paper both used and then 
extended the Toolkit

Surrogate model for EMRI 
waveforms

Implementation within Python, 
with example notebooks in the 

repository



Current modules
Data:

CircularOrbitData

Regularisation Parameters

PostNewtonianSelfForce

Mathematica Toolkit Examples

Flux, local invariants, etc for circular orbits

Mathematica module to load high-order

Post-Newtonian series

Mathematica notebooks containing

regularisation parameters

Mathematica notebooks showing

example usage of various modules

These are all small datasets and thus stored in GitHub



Data examples: PostNewtonianSelfForce
Combining PN and self-force techniques leads 


to very high order series (e.g., 22PN)

Currently have 57 PN series in the Toolkit and a 

package to search through and manipulate them



Data storage
Data testing and storage

1.Data shared on a 
GoogleDrive with other 
Toolkit users but without 
warranty

2.Verified and/or published 
data stored on Zenodo for 
longevity. Data gets a 
unique DOI



Hosting and continuous integration testing

http://build.bhptoolkit.org/blue 
(password protected)

BHPToolkit is hosted on GitHub 
   - website designed in gh-pages

   - built in issue tracker

   - continuous integration testing with Jenkins

   - Jenkins integration with GitHub


Jenkins (jenkins.io) runs 
unit tests every time 
code is committed


http://build.bhptoolkit.org/blue
http://jenkins.io
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1. Download and use the code

2. Submit issues to the issue tracker

   - Bugs

   - Enhancements
3. Submit a pull request

   - bug fix

   - new unit tests

   - documentation

   - new functionality



Toolkit workshops

First public workshop in Prague at the end of 
May (funded by COST - thanks!)

Second workshop part of the ICERM meeting 
in Brown (September)

Workshops offer training in the Toolkit and 
chance for developers to come together
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Toolkit workshops

First public workshop in Prague at the end of 
May (funded by COST - thanks!)

Second workshop part of the ICERM meeting 
in Brown (September)

Workshops offer training in the Toolkit and 
chance for developers to come together

Currently preparing a draft of BHPToolkit paper

Aiming to have it out in the summer

All contributors to the Toolkit will be invited to 
co-author


Paper

How to get involved



How to cite

Until the paper is published please 
acknowledge usage of the Toolkit via

Knowing who is using the Toolkit helps us 
prioritise work and helps us secure funding 

for workshops etc.



Black Hole Perturbation Toolkit: the future

Near term:

  - Writing an introductory paper

  - Effective communication (google groups, email, etc)

  - Run Toolkit workshops

  - Standardising on good data formats

  - Formalize how to make Toolkit contributions



Black Hole Perturbation Toolkit: the future

Near term:

  - Writing an introductory paper

  - Effective communication (google groups, email, etc)

  - Run Toolkit workshops

  - Standardising on good data formats

  - Formalize how to make Toolkit contributions

Longer term:

  - Grow the community

  - Encourage other researchers to tackle second-order

  - Compute fluxes for leading-order inspirals

  - Make accurate waveforms for LISA


